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Round 1 United States Domestic  

1. Is Donald Trump still the likely Republican presidential candidate in 2024?  

2. If the United States isolationist policies make the world more dangerous?  

3. Should Bill de Blasio run for governor of New York?  

4. Are Republicans a lock on regaining control of the House after the 2022 midterms?  

5. Is American democracy past the point of saving?  

6. Will the US housing market continue to boom in 2022?  

7. Will the New York Times purchase of The Athletic increase its paid subscribers? 

8. Have quarantine guidelines hurt the CDC’s credibility?  

9. Will Democrats be rewarded in the 2022 Midterms for their big spending bills?  

10. Is slowing job growth a warning to the US’ recovering economy?  

11. Will Democrats be able to retain their Senate seat and flip the governorship in Georgia?  

12. Should Joe Biden pass his “Build Back Better” bill through executive action?  

13. Would Electoral College reforms prevent another January 6 riot?  

14. Should progressives primary Joe Biden in 2024 if he is to run again?  

15. Will the Biden administration be able to reduce economic inflation in 2022?  

16. Will US schools struggle to retain faculty and staff for the 2022-2023 school year?   

17. Is the United States destined for a second Civil War?  

18. Should Joe Biden revive FDR’s Conservation Corps?  

19. Is Eric Adams the new face of the Democratic party?  
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Round 2: International  

1. Will Gabriel Boric’s decisive election win result in major reforms for Chile?  

2. Will Russian aggression in the Ukraine strengthen NATO?  

3. Should the UN halt aid operations in Tigray?  

4. Is Israel ignoring attacks on Palestinian Christian communities in Jerusalem?  

5. Has Boris Johnson committed ethics violations?  

6. Are Erdogan’s economic policies hurting Turkey’s economy?  

7. Is a Russian invasion of the Ukraine imminent?  

8. A year later, has Brexit been successful?  

9. Has Emmerson Mnangagwa used the Covid pandemic to thwart democracy in Zimbabwe?  

10. Did Macron take his language on the unvaccinated too far?  

11. Should African nations rely on neighboring countries more than international aid in putting down internal rebellions?  

12. Is the ANC in danger of losing control in South Africa?  

13. Is Russia behind violent protests in Kazakhstan?  

14. Will Taiwanese military drills deter Chinese aggression?  

15. Are Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland moving toward unification?  

16. Was Australia correct in revoking Djokovic’s travel visa?  

17. Why is desperately needed aid not reaching areas in need in Ethiopia?  

18. Should Tony Blair be stripped of this knighthood?  

19. Can Boris Johnson reverse his eroding public image?  
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Round 3: Economic 

Eco 1. Has the emergence of Omicron exacerbated inflation? 

Eco 2.  Will the 2020's economy come to resemble that of the 1980's? 

Eco 3. Is the shortage of truckers exacerbating the supply chain crisis in the U.S.? 

Eco 4. Should women doctors receive pay equal to men doctors? 

Eco 5. Should reducing the quality of goods be an alternative to raising prices? 

Eco 6. Are unemployment benefits responsible for the labor shortage? 

Eco 7. Will rising prices complicate Biden's plans for economic recovery? 

Eco 8. Should the "global supply chain disruption" phenomena be expected to continue? 

Eco 9. Is the rising cost of used cars an indicator of rising inflation? 

Eco 10. Has the labor shortage crippled economic recovery? 

ECO 11. Are falling bitcoin prices a concern for cryptocurrency?  

Eco 12. Is Tesla truly the future of car manufacturing? 

Eco 13. Should major businesses be making vaccination a condition of employment? 

Eco 14. Has Covid permanently changed employment patterns? 

Eco 15. Is it time for big in-person events to begin again? 
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Final: US Foreign Relations 

Int/Amer 1 Should Putin's desire to speak to Biden about the Ukraine indicate that he is trying to de-escalate conflict in 

that area? 

In/Amer 2 Should the U.S. consider a cyberattack on the Ukraine at the beginning of this year a possibility? 

Int/Amer 3 Should China's assertion that the U.S. is "seeking to contain China and hold back China's development 

through political manipulation and economic in the name of 'human rights'" be taken seriously? 

Int/Amer 4. Should the U.S. be considered a "major player" in the world effort to slow climate change? 

Int/Amer 5 Should the U.S. loosen economic sanctions in Afghanistan to curb rising starvation? 

Int/Amer 6. Should the U.S. be concerned about expanding defense ties between India and Russia? 

Int/Amer 7. Is it a moral imperative for the U.S. to send Covid vaccines to third world countries 

Int/Amer 8. Should the U.S. continue to search American campuses for Chinese spies? 

Int/Amer 9. Should the U.S. offer the Ukraine "battlefield intelligence" if an attack by Russia becomes imminent? 

Int/Amer 10. Will U.S. efforts to combat forced labor in China disrupt supply chains thereby damaging the U.S. 

economy? 

Int/Amer 11. Are U.S. sanctions policies against Russia an ineffective strategy? 


